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3lo al avion, it ina y concern:
Beit known that I, FRANK L. PALMER, of
New London, in the county of New London
and State of Connecticut, have invented a new
and useful Improvement in Machines for Sew
ing or Quilting Fabrics, of which the follow
ing is a specification.
My invention relates more particularly to
machines for quilting bed-confortables and
other articles composed of several thicknesses
of material; but such machines may be em
ployed for Sewing upon various fabrics in one
or several thicknesses.
The principal objects of my invention are
to enable fabrics of comparatively largesize
such as quilts and bed-comfortables-to be
quilted by a sewing-machine While held in an
extendedor stretched condition upon suitable
supports, and to produce such changes in the
relative position of the fabric and sewing
machine needle by a universal movement in
any and al directions, under control of a pat
tern, that quilting in large and elaborate pat
terns of artistic design may be quickly and
automatically produced.
The invention consistsin various novel com

binations, Whichare hereinafter described, and
referired to in the clains.
In order that the invention maybe more
readilly understood, I Will first give a brief de
30 scription
of the principal parts of the machine
which I have chOSen to ilustrate the inven
tion. The fabric to be sewed or quilted is ex
tended on a frame, which constitutes a holder
or supporting-carrier for the fabric, and the
sewing-machine has a long arm to enable its
needle to operate on al parts of the fabric
which it is desired to quilt. Two carriages
are employed, Which are novable in direc.
tions transverse to each other, and "one of
whichis Supported upon the other. Thelower
carriage, Which has only a simple movement,
I term the “first carriage, º and the other or
upper carriage, which moves With as Well as
upon the first carriage, term the “second
carriage.” The second carriagetherefore has
a compound movement and controls the rela
tive position of the fabric and sewing-machine
needle. The fabricº-frame or fabric-holder is
supported by or suspended from this second
carriage. Neither of the two carriages has a

determined and invariable movement, but the

Speed and direction of movement of either
carriage maybe varied or changed relatively
to the speed and direction of the other toany
degree and at any point within the Whole
range of movement of the carriages. Thespeed
of each carriage is increased or diminished
inversely as the speed of the otheris increased
or diminished, and hence the change in rela
tive position of the fabricand needle is always
made atuniform speed in any direction. The
fabric frame or holder is supported or sus
pended, preferably, by converging arms or
hangers of rigid material, and these arms or
hangers are connected with a single central
support, which consists of an upright shaft or
bar having a bearing in the segond carriage.
The movements of the carriages and fabric
frame or holder are controlled by a pattern
consisting of a guide orguiding-slot arranged
in pattern form, With which the aforesaid up
right shaft or bar engages and along which it
is moved, and the movement of the fabricun
der the sewing-machine needle conforms to
the movement of the aforesaid Shaft or bar
along the pattern. The fabricframe or holder
is moved in any and al directions along the
pattern orformer, and the carriages serve sim
plyas supports for the fabric-frame and permit
such movement. Thepattern or former pref.
erably consists, in addition to the guide orslot
before mentioned, of a rack or track also ar
ranged in pattern form and adjacent to the
guide or slot, and the fabric-frame and its
central supporting shaft or bar are made to
follow the rack or track by a pinion or Wheel
loosely mounted on the shaft or bar and gear
ing with the rack or track. The pinion or
Wheel is or maybe rotated byan endless band
or chain, and by its rotation it travels along
the pattern rack or track, and carries with it
the fabric-frame, its supporting shaft or bar,
and the two carriages. Oficourse as the pinion
or Wheel movesalong the pattern rack or track
more or less of the driving band or chain is
taken up, and I employ means for taking up
the slack in the said band or chain and idler
pulleys around which it passes. The end of
the shaft or bar on which the said pinion or
Wheel is arranged enters the above-mentioned
guide or slot, which is in pattern form, and
thereby holds the pinion or Wheelin engage.
ment with the pattern rack or track.
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In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1 is turn on the shaft C, for a purpose hereihafter
described.
D designates the frame - Work of the ma
chine, to which the overhead portions of the

a side elevation, partly in section, of the ma
chine chosen to illustrate the invention. Fig.
2 is a planthereof with the pattern or former
removed, and the arm only of the sewing-ma
chine being shown. Fig. 3 is an inverted plan
of the pattern or former and the pinion en
gaging with its rack. Fig. 4 is a diagram
ilustrating in plan view al machine modified
Io in form but also embodying my invention.
Fig. 5 is a detail sectional view illustrating a
portion of a pattern and a smooth surfaced
Wheel having a frictional engagement with a
smooth-surfaced track in pattern form, which
is substituted for the toothed rack in pattern
form. Fig. 6 is a plan of a fabric-frame or
fabric-holder in which one edge of the fabric
is to be attached to a roller and the fabric ex

tended byslightly turning the roller. Fig. 7

is a sectional view of the frame or holder

shown in Fig. 6 on the plane of the dotted

line a aº, Fig. 6; and Fig. 8 represents a fabric,
showing the lines of sewing which maybe pro
duced by the use of the pattern shown in
25 Fig. 3.
Similar letters of reference designate corre
sponding parts in the several figures.
A designates the long arm of the sewing
machine, which carries the needle-bar a. The
3o shaft Which operates the needle-bar has upon
ita puley, b, and receives rotary motion bya
belt, b, from a large Wheel or pulley, bº.
Upon the shaft bºare fast and loose pulleys

bºbº for the reception of a diriving-belt.
35 A designates the bed of the sewing-na
chine, between which and the arm A. the fabric
B, to be operated on, is passed.

The Support for the fabric B, as here shown,
posed of two bars or side pieces, B, to which
opposite edges of the fabric maybe clamped
by means of clamping strips o pieces c and
screws and thumb-nuts c.
Bº designate airns or hangers which con
45 verge upward from the outer edges of the
frame, and are composed of Irigid material.
The bars B are connected with the arms or
hangers Bºby yokes cº and set-Screws cºcº, as
best shown in Fig. 2. By slackening the set
5O screws cº and tightelning the set-screws cº the
bars B may be Spread or moved apart to
extend or Stretch a quilt or fabric, and by
slackening the set-Screws cand tightening the
consists of a fabric-frame or fabric-holder con

machine are secured, and on which they are
supported.
El E designate two carriages, which may
each consist of a rectangular frame provided
with wheels e. The first or lower carriage, E,
is movable upon tracks orways e, supported
by the frame D, and has only a simple move
ment or a movement in a straight line. The
second or upper carriage, E, is movable in
directions transverse to the line of movement
of the first carriage, E, and its wheels e Irun
upon tracks eº on the Said first carriage. As

here shown, the tracks eº are directly at right
angles to the tracks c". Consequently, it Will
be understood that the second carriage, E.
has not only a movement with the first car
riage, E, but a movement independent of and
upon said first carriage.
F designates the pattern-board, which is
shown as attached to a frame, F", supported
by columns Fºabove the carriages. Itisfixed
in position and has secured upon or formed
in it a rack or track in pattern form, and an
adjacent groove, slot, orguide also in pattern
form. The pattern-board with its rack or
track and slot or guide are best shown in the
inverted plan, Fig. 3. It has formed in or se
cured to it a rack, f, and a slot or groove, f”,
Which extends adjacent to the rackthrough
out its extent, both being arranged in pattern
form and continuous. The form and direction
of the rack and the guide govern the pattern
to be produced on the fabric, as Will herein
afterappear, and therefore the rack and guide
maybe arranged in any suitable pattern form
to produce on the fabrica desired pattern.
The pattern here shown consists of a border

5
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portion, a central circular figure, and a figure

of irregular form within the circular figure.
The end of the u pright shaft or bar C enters
the groove fº, as shown in Fig. 1, and upon
Said shaftor bar, and above a collar, fº, there.
on, are loosely arranged a pulley, f”, and a
pinion, fº. The Said puley and pinion are
rigidly secured together and rotate as one.
The pinion fºgears into the rack f, and is
held in evengeartherewith by the shaft Cen

tering and Working in the groove f”. The
groove therefore forms a guide.
set-screws cº a reverse movement of the bars From the above description it will be clear
55 B will be secured.
that as the pinion fºis rotated it moves along
As here shown, the fabric-frameis suspend the rack fand carries the shaft C and fabric
ed from above, and the arms or hangers Bº frame B with it.
converge upward, and are rigidly connected The character of the work performed by the
with a hubor sleeve, B”, which is fitted upon mechanism above described can be best un
anupiright shaft-or bar, C.
derstood by reference to Fig. 8, which repre
At the lower end of the shaft or bar Cis a sents a fabric, B, produced by the use of the
collar, don which the hubor sleeve Bº may pattern shown in Fig. 3.
rest, and the hubor sleeve maybe adjusted The changelin relative position of the fabric
vertically on the shaft or barto bring the fab and needle necessary to form the rectangular
65 rie B to the level of the bed A, and maythen border-line mis efected or produced by the
be secured in place by a set-screw, d". When rack and guideff, which constitute the bor
this set-screvis loose, the hubor sleeve Bºmay der portion of the pattern; the circular line or

IO
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figure mis produced by the rack and guide and needle is efected is entirely independent
ff", which constitute the central circular por of any feed mechanism engaging with the fab
tion of the pattern, and the irregular figure ric at the point of Sewing, and is external to
,
or line inºis produced by the rack and guide the sewing-machine.

ff”, Which constitute that irregular portion of
the pattern Within the circle.
The purpose of having the hubor sleeve Bº
adjustably secured on the bar or shaft C by
the set-screw d'will now be clearly apparent,
IO for by loosening said screw I secure a rotary
adjustment of the fabric relatively to the pat
tern, whereby I am enabled, after forming the
line mº, Fig. 8, to turn the fabric-frame one.
fourth of a turn and to produce by the same

irregular central portion of the pattern the
same figure or line nº on the fabric in a posi
tion at right angles to the figure mº. Bythus
changing the relative position of the fabric
and pattern by a rotary adjustment the de
signs which may be produced on a fabric by
the use of a single pattern maybe greatly va
riedaad enhanced in appearance.
All the figures of the pattern are arranged
about a common center, and are reproduced
2 5 about the Center of the Stretched or extended
fabric without changingits position relatively
to the fabric-frame.
The change in the relative position of the
fabric and needle resulting from movement
of the fabricº under the needle conforms to the
movement of the shaft or bar Calong the pat
tern f. and the carriages EE serve simply as
traveling or movable supports, to permit of
the universal movement of the fabric-frame.
35 The carriages have no invariable and regular
movements, but they are both free to be con
trolled by the pattern, and neither of them
has any movement Save that Which results
from the movement of the shaft or bar Calong
4C. the pattern f. Therefore, during the pro
duction of a pattern by sewing, the pattern
or former fis constantly varying the speeds
of movement of the two carriages relatively
to each other, and also frequently changes
their direction of movement, and these changes
may take place at any point Within the Whole
range of movement of the carriages. The
movement of one carriage Will frequently
stop entirely, and the movement of the other
carriage continued, as When forming the rect
angular border-line na, and inas much as the
speed of novement of the shaft ( and wheel
fº along the rack or trackfis always uniform,
it Will be seen that the movement of either
s 5 carriage Will be increased or diminished in
versely as the speed of the other is increased
or diminished.
The freedom of movement which is afforded

the two carriages, and the transmission of
power to the second or upper carriage in the

Asshown, the needle of the sewing-machine
and the center of the pattern are approxi
mately in line vertically, and as the support
ing shaft or bar Cisapproximatelyin the cen
ter of the fabric-frame, it follows thata central
figure of the pattern or former Will be pro
duced at the center of the fabric B, while other
figures of the pattern or former Will be pro
ducedlin corresponding portions of the fabric.
When the fabric comprises several figures
which are isolated from each other, as shown
in Fig. 3, it becomes necessary to remove the
pinion f" and shaft C from engagement with
the rack fand groove f” of one figure, and to
engage then with the rack and groove of
another figure. Such change in the position
of the pinion is not necessary when the fabric
is to be turned, as before described.
To accomplish this, the shaft or bar C ma
be supported on a spring, fº, arranged bellow
the collar fº, and When one figure is completed
the shaft C and fabric-frame are pulled down
suficiently to disengage the pinion f" and
shaft C from the rackf and groove f”. The 95
carriages arethen moved by hand to bring them
to the desired point. The shaft C is then re
leased and the springfº raises the shaft Cinto
engagement with the groove orguide f”, and
the pinion f' into engagement with the rack OO

R.

f The shaft Cis held against
turning8 in the
So

carriage Eby a set screw, f", entering agroove,

fº, in the shaft.
In lieu of the spur-toothed rack, a rack or
track of any other suitable form maybe em
ployed, and a friction-Wheel or other wheel
adapted to have fictional orother engage
lment with the rack or track maybe substi
tuted for the pinion fº. Such modification of
my invention is shown in Fig. 5, to which I
now refer. The shaft C carriesaloose pulley,
f”, as before described, but for the spur-pin
ion is substituted a friction-Wheel, fº, which
is held in strong frictional engagement with a
smooth or toothless track, f, in pattern form.
The Wheel fºis so held in engagement with
the friction-trackfby the end of the shaft Cen
tering the guiding groove or slot f”, and said
wheel may be covered with india-rubber or

I D5

I ()

I 5

other material to increase fiction. The shaft

Chas a collar, fº, andis supported by aspring,
fº, as before described.
A rib or guide of any other form may be
Substituted for the guide formed by the
groove f”.
G designates the endless band, which passes
around and impartis rotary motion to the pul
ley f”, and through the pulley to the pinion
f". In order that the band mayimpartirotary
motion to the Said puley When itis atall parts
of the patterla, a long band must be used and
means must be provided for taking up the
slack in the band and maintaining a proper

manner described, admits of the fabric being
movedundertheneedle of the Sewing-machine
along lines whichare transverse to each other,
and of being moved in eitler direction from
any line at any point in its length. It Will be
observedalso that the nechanism whereby the
change in relative position between the fabric tension thereon. The means here shown for

I 3o
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this purpose consists of a tension-pulley, h,
which is hung in a depending portion of the
band G, as shown in Fig. 1, and to which a
Weight, h", is attached. This Weightisadapt
ed to travel along a guide-rod, hº, as the band
is taken up or slackened.
To change the band from a vertical to a
horizontal direction, it is passed over idler
pulleys i i, (shown in Figs. 1 and 2,) and the
IO band is operated by a pulley, j, on anupright
shaft, H, one ormore turns of the band being
taken around Said pulleyj, in order that the
pulley may operate the band properly. The
upright shaft His connected by bevel-Wheels
le with the shaftb”, Which operates the sewing
machine, and hence it Will be seen that the
speed of the sewing-machine and the speed of
movement of the fabric-frame will be kept in
proper relation to each other.
In order toproperlyguide the band Gwhen
the fabric-frame is moved, a guide oridler
puley, il, may be arranged as shown in Fig.
2, over which the band maybe defected.
Obviously, a chain Of suitable construction
25 might be substituted for the band G, if de
Sirable.

Instead of arranging the pattern or former

board Fºso that its center Will be in line ver

tically with the Sewing-machine needle, I may
arrange it as shown in the diagram Fig. 4.
The first and second carriages, El Eº, would be
arranged as before described, and the fabric
frame B would be supported by the second
carriage, E. The patternor former-board F
35 is arranged at the Side of the fabric-frame,
and the pattern Would be formed by agroove
or track, fº. In this example of the inven
tion the fabric-frame B has an arm, I, rigidly
connected With it and projecting from it, and
this arm is provided with a pin, ll, or other
device for engaging With the pattern groove
or track f”. The arm I could in this case be
moved by hand over the pattern, and the pin
or device l, by engaging with the groove or
45 track fº, Will cause the fabric-frame B tomove
universally, so as to follow the pattern. In
this example of the invention the movements
of both carriages Will be controlled by the
pattern; but the fabric-frame Will be moved
by hand instead of automatically, as in the
machine first described.
In lieu of making the Opposite sides B of
the fabric-frame adjustable toward and from
each otherto put tension on the fabric and
55 hold it extended, one oreach of the bars B
might be provided with a roller to which the
edge of the fabric is attached in any well
known manner. Tension Would then be pro
duced on the fabric by turning one or both of
Said rollers.
In Figs. 6 and 7 have represented a fab-.
ric frame or holder in Which one edge of the
fabricº is to be clamped and the other edge se
curedon a roller, Which maybeslightly turned
to put tension on the fabric. This frame is
erigid and is not itself capable of expansion.
It consists,y as shown,y Offour bars,, B*,
rigidly
5º, TIglolly

connected to forma rectangular frame, fron
the corners of which the hangers or arms Bº
converge up ward to a sleeve or hub, Bº. One
bar, Bºº, is furnished With a clamping piece or
strip, c, adjustable by screws and nuts c, and
near the opposite bar B* isjournaleda roler,
in, which maybe turned by a crank, n, and
which is held against turning backward by a
pawl, nº, engaging a ratchet-Wheel, nº, on the
roller-journal. The roller n is provided with
tenter-pins nº, on Which the edge of the quilt
or fabricis impaled, and by slightly turning

70

the roller the fabric Will be extended or
Stretchedi.

S.

I do not claim, broadly, herein the combi
nation, with a rack or track in pattern form
and a positively - operating engaging device
acting upon the rack or track, and capable of 85
bodily movement relatively thereto, of mov
able supports for the engaging device, where
by provisionis afforded for the movement of
said device along the rack or track by its en
gagement therewith, such a combination of
parts being included in my application for
Letters Patent filed June 21, 1884, Serial No.
135,601.
In connection with the needle-bar of the
sewing-machine I employ anysuitable Shuttle,
looper, or otherstitch-forming device in the
work-plate orbed A. Such a device is used
in al sewing-machines, and, as it forms no
part of my invention, Ihave not here shownit. O.
What I claim as my invention, and desire
to secure by Letters Patent, is
1. In a quilting-nachine, the combination,
with a fabric-holder and a sewing-machine,
of movable supports for one of said parts, con
sisting of two carriages, one mounted upon IO.
theother, and movablein directions transverse
to each other, the first carriage being capable
offree movement in orderto permit a univer
sal movement of the se cond carriage, a guide
in pattern form, and a device, as shaft C, con I (
nected with the second carriage, Whereby the
movements of said carriages are controlled,
substantially as herein described.
•
2. In a quilting-machine, the combination,
with a fabric-holder and a sewing-machine, of II
movable supports for Said fabric-holder, con
sisting of two carriages, one mounted upon the
other, and movable in directions transverse to
each other, the first carriage being capable of
free movement in Orderto permita universal
movement of the second carriage, a guide in
pattern form, and a device, as shaft C, con
nected with the second carriage, Whereby the
movements of said carriages are controlled,
substantially as described.
•
3. In a quilting-machine, the combination,
with a fabric-holder and a sewing-machine, of
movable supports from which said fabric
holder is suspended, a guide in pattern form,
and a device, as shaft C, engaging with said
guide, and connected With said supports,
whereby the movements of the suspended fab
ric-holder and its supports are controlled, sub
stantially as herein described.

308,98.

4: In a quiting-machine, the combination,

with a fabric-holder and a sewing-machine, of
movable supports for one of said parts, con
sisting of two carriages, one mounted upon the
5 other, and movable indirections transverse to
each other, the first carriage being capable of
free movement to permita universal move
lment of these cond carriage, a patternarranged
in a plane approximately paralel with the
IC fabric-holder, and comprising a guide in pat
tern form, and a device, as shaft C, engaging
With Said guide, and connected with the sec
ond carriage, whereby the movements of said
carriages are controlled, substantially ashere.
in described.
5. In a quilting-machine, the combination,
With a fabric-holder and a sewing-machine, of
movable supports for one of said parts, and
pattern-mechanism connected with said sup
ports for controlling their movements, and
consisting of a pattern comprising a guide in
pattern form, and a device, as shaft C, engag
ing with said guide, the said fabric-holder
and the patternbeing capable of being turned
25 and secured indiferent positions relatively to
each other, whereby provisionis afforded for
producing the design of the patternin difer
ent positions on the fabric, substantially as
herein described.

3C.
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6. In a quilting-lmachine, the combination,
with a fabric-holder and a sewing-machine,
of movable supports for one of said parts, and
a pattern mechanism connected with said sup
ports for controlling their movements, and
consisting of a pattern comprising a guide in
pattern form, and a device, as shaft C, engag
ing with said guide, the said fabric-holder
being capable of being turned and secured in
diferent positions relatively to the pattern,
whereby provision is afforded for producing
the design of the patternin diferent positions
on the fabric, substantially as herein described.
7. The combination, With a fabric-holder
provided with means for holding a fabric ex
tended, of converging arms or hangers Bº, ex
tending from the outer portions of the fabric
holder and composed of rigid material, a hub
or sleeve, Bº, With which the upper ends of
said arms or hangers are connected, an up
right shaft, C, on which said hub may be
turned, and a sewing-machine for operating
on said fabric, whereby the entire portion of
the fabric Within the holder is exposed to the
operation of the needle, and whereby pro
visionis afforded for turning the fabric, sub
stantially as herein described.
8. The combination, With a fabric-holder pro
vided with means for holding a fabric extend
ed, of converging arms orhangers B”, carrying
said holder, a hubor sleeve, B”, with which the
upper ends of said arms or hangers are con
nected, and anupright shaft, C, on which said
hubor sleeve mayberaisedandlowered, means
for holding said hubor sleeve indiferent po
sitions vertically on said shaft, and a sewing
machine for operating on a fabricheldin said

holder, substantially as herein described.

5

9. In a quilting-machine, the combination,
With a fabric-holder and a sewing-machine,
of movable supports for one of said parts, and 7o
pattern mechanism connected with said sup
ports for controlling their movements, and
consisting of a pattern comprising a series of
guides in pattern form, successively inclosing
or surrounding each other, and a device, as 75
shaft C, for engaging with said guides, sub
stantially as herein described.
10. In a quilting-machine, the combination,
with a fabricholderanda sewing-machine, of
movable supports for one of said parts, and 8o
pattern mechanism connected with said sup
ports for controlling their movements, and
consisting of a pattern comprising a series of
guides in pattern form arranged about a com
mon center, and a device, as shaft C, for en
gaging with said guides, substantially as herein
described.
11. In a quilting-machine, the combination,
With a fabric-holder and a sewing-machine, of
movable supports for the fabric-holder, a pat
tern mechanism for controlling the move
ments of said supports and fabric-holder, con
sisting of a pattern comprisinga guide in pat
tern form arranged in a plane paralel with
the fabric-holder, and having its center ap
proximately in line with the needle of the
sewing-machine, and a device, as shaft C, con
nected with the movable supports and engag- .
ing with said guide, substantially as herein
described.
OO
12. In a quilting-unachine, the combination,
With a fabric-holder and a sewing-machine, of
movable supports for one of said parts, a pat
tern comprising a guide in pattern form ar
ranged above the sewing-machine, and a de- Io5
vice, as shaft C, connected with said supports
and engaging with the pattern-guide for con
trolling the movements of said supports, sub
stantially as herein described.
13. In a quilting-machine, the combination, IIo
With a fabric-holder and a sewing-machine, of
movable supports for one of said parts, a pat
tern comprising a guide in pattern form ar
ranged above the sewing-machine and said
movable supports, and a device, as shaft C, II5
connected With Said supports, and engaging
with the pattern - guide for controlling the
movements of said supports, substantially as
herein described.
14. In a quilting-machine, the combination, I2o
with a fabric-holder and a sewing-machine, of
movable supports providing for change in the
relative position of said parts, and pattern
mechanism connected with Said supports for
controlling their movements, and consisting I25
of a track in pattern form and a positively
operating device, as Wheelf", engaging with
the pattern-track, Whereby the change in rela
tive position between the pattern-track and
the engaging device Will be produced by the I3o
operation of the engaging device on the track,
substantially as herein described.
15. In a quilting-machine, the combination,
with a fabric-holder and a sewing-machine, of

6.
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movable supports for one of said parts, Con- with the pattern-track, substantially as herein
.
sisting of two carriages, one mounted upon described.
the other, and movablein directions transverse 21. In a quilting-machine, the combination, 7o

to each other, the first carriage being capable with two carriages, one mounted on the other,

5 of free movement, in orderto permit a uni
versal movement of the second carriage, and
pattern mechanism connected with the second
carriage for controlling the movements of said
carriages, and consisting of a track in pattern
o form and a positively -operating device, as
Wheel fº, engaging with the pattern - track,
whereby the change in relative position be
tween the pattern-track and engaging device
Will be produced by the operation of the en
15 gaging device on the track, substantially as
herein described.
16. In a quilting-machine, the combination,

with a fabric-holder and a sewing-machine, of
movable supports for the fabric-holder, and
2o pattern mechanism connected with Said sup
ports for controlling the movements of the fab.
ric-holder, and consisting of a track in pat
tern form and a positively-operating device,
as Wheelfº, engaging.therewith, Whereby the
25 changes in relative position between the pat

tern-track and engaging device Will be pro
duced by the operation of the engaging device
on the track, substantially asherein described.
17. In a quilting-machine, the combination,
3o With a fabric-holder and a sewing-machine, of
movable supports for one of said parts, and a
pattern mechanism for controlling the move
ments of said supports, consisting of a track in
pattern form, and a positively-operating de
35 vice, as Wheel f", connected with said supº
ports, and engaging with said track, the move
ment of the engaging device along the pat
tern-track being produced by its positive op
eration uponsaid track, substantially as here
4o in described.
18. In a quilting-nachine, the combination,
with a fabric-holder and a sewing-machine, of
novable supports for ome of said parts, and a
pattern mechanism connected with said sup
45 ports for controlling their movements, and
consisting of a toothed rack in pattern form,
and a pinion engaging therewith, and having
a positive rotary notion, substantially as here
in described.

5o 19. In a quiltijng-machine, the combination,
with a fabric-holder and a sewing-machine, of
movable supports for Said fabric-holder, and
pattern mechanism connected with Said sup
ports for controlling the movement of said fab
55 ric-holder and supports, and consisting of a
N

toothed rack in pattern form, and a pinion en
gaging therewith, and having a positive ro.
tary motion, substantially as herein described.
20. In a quilting-machine, the combination,
6) with a fabric-holder and a sewing-machine, of
movable supports for one of said parts, a pat
tern comprising a track in pattern form, a
Wheel connected with said novable supports,
and gearing with the pattern-track, and an
65 endlessbelt for rotating said wheel, whereby
the movements of said wheeland supports are

and movable in directions transverse to each

other, the first being capable of free move
ment to permit the universal movement of
the second carriage, of a fabric-holder sup- 75
ported by the second carriage, a sewing-ma
chine for operating on a fabric secured in said
holder, pattern mechanism consisting of a
track in pattern form, and a device, as shaft
C, connected with the Said second carriage, SO
and provided with a positively-rotating wheel

gearing with said pattern-track, substantially
as herein described.

22. In a quilting-machine, the combination,
with a fabric-holder and a sewing-machine, of 85
movable supports for one of said parts and a
pattern mechanism connected with said sup
ports for controlling their movements, and
consisting of a track in pattern form, a guide
adjacent thereto, a device, as shaftC, engag
ing with said guide, and a positively-rotated
wheel connected with said device and gearing
with said track, substantially as herein de
scribedl.
23. In a quilting-machine, the combination, 95
with a fabric-holder and a sewing-machine, of
movable supports for one of said parts and a
pattern mechanism for controlling the move
lments of said supports, consisting of a track in pattern form, a guide adjacent thereto, a 1 có
device, as shaft C, connected with said mov
able supports and engaging With the pattern
guide, and a positively-operating device, as
wheelf”, carried by said shaft, and serving to
move said shaft and said movable supports by IO5
its engagement with the pattern-track, sub
stantially as herein described.
24. In a quilting-machine, the combination,
with a fabric-holder having at its outer por.
tions arms composed of Irigid material, and a IIO
sewing-machine for operating on a fabric held
in said holder, of movable supports for the
fabric-holder, whereby the entire portion of
the fabric within the holder is left exposed for
the operation of the needle as the fabric- II 5
holder is moved, substantially as herein de
Scribed.
25. In a quiling-machine, the combination,
with a fabric-holderhavingatitis outward por
tions upwardly-converging arms or hangers I 20.
composed of rigid material, and a sewing-ma
chine for operating on the fabric held in said
holder, of Innovable supports for one of said
parts, Whereby the entire portion of the fabric
within the holder is left exposed for the oper I25
ation of the needle, substantially as herein de
Scribed.
26. The combination, With a Sewing-ma
chine, ofa fabric-holder, B, the carriages EE,
and tracks orways for the said carriage E, the 136
shaft C, whereby said fabric-holder is sup
ported, and which is novable vertically in
said carriage E, the pattern consisting of the

produced by the engagement of said wheel rackf and guide f”, the Wheelfº and pulley
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fº, lo Ose upon Said Shaft, the endless belt or
chain G, and the Spring fº, supporting said
shaft andl adapted to yield to permit the dis
engagement of said shaft from Said guide f”,
5 substantially as herein described.
27. The combination, With a sewing-ma
chine, of the carriages E. E, the shafts C, the
fabric-holder B, supported by said shaft, the
pattern consisting of the rack f and guide f”,
IO the pulley
y.f”, and Wheel fº,y. the endless band
or chain G, the Weighted pulley h, hung in
said band or chain, the upright shaft H. and
the pulley j and the guide- pulleys i i', al
substantially as herein described.

7

28. The combination of the carriage El E, 15

the shaft C, the fabric-holder B, supported by
said shaft, the pattern consisting of a rack, J.

and the guide f”, the pulley and Wheel fºfº,
the endless chain or band G, the u pright shaft
H, and its driving-pulleyi, and the Sewingº 2O
machine geared with said upright shaft H,

substantially as herein described.
FRANK II. PALMIER.
Vitnesses:

CHANDLER HALT,
FREDK. HAYNES.

